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T (ABSTRACT) T

A maneuvering reentry vehicle (evader) and missile interceptor (pursuer)
engagement is modeled in two dimensions, with constant velocity vehicles subject
to bounded accelerations. Parameterized guidance laws are constructed for both
players and a continuous, but finite·dimensional game is formulated. The related
Majorant and Minorant game formulations are analyzed. Several moditications
are provided in order to smooth performance contours. A comparison of the

Majorant and Minorant game formulation shows the game is not strictly
_ determined and there is a significant advantage to knowing the opponent’s

strategy.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

A
The study of differential games was begun in the early l950’s, by Rufus P. Isaacs,
shortly after the founding work of Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944) [ref.
1]. One class of differential games, termed combat games, involves two

. opponents with conflicting goals. To play the game, each player tries to choose
the best possible course of action to obtain his goal, while taking into account the
conflicting objectives of his opponent. A widely researched area of combat
games, due largely to the obvious military applications, is the problem of optimal
pursuit and evasion. In the simplest pursuit·evasion problem, the pursuer is
trying to capture his opponent, while the evader, is trying to avoid capture. If the
pursuer (P) and evader (E) move in a plane with simple motion ' , P having the
‘ constant speed with unbounded accelerations, the direction of travel maychange instantaneously1 Introduction l



greater speed and the payoff being time of capture, the optimal play consists of

P chasing E along the straight line through their starting positions [ref. 2].

This study investigates a more complicated pursuit-evasion game requiring the

evader to attack a target which is defended by the pursuer. The engagement

simulation models a Maneuvering Reentry Vehicle (MaRV) attacking a target

defended by an Anti·Ballistic Missile (ABM). The MaRV, playing the roll of the

evader (E), is trying to fly a trajectory which achieves its target, while avoiding

the ABM. The ABM, playing the role of the pursuer (P), is trying to intercept

the MaRV before it reaches a specified distance from the target.

The MaRV uses a lifting body configuration, with the lift vector controllable in

both magnitude and direction. By rolling the MaRV and its lift vector, a lateral

acceleration is produced which can guide the. MaRV towards the target as well

as away from the defending ABM. The MaRV’s trajectory can be shaped by

guiding it towards a series of false targets for specified time intervals, before

guiding to the final true target. The MaRV would like to fly an evasive trajectory

eluding the ABM by the greatest distance. However, large deviations in the

MaRV trajectory could jeopardize achieving the final true target.

The ABM is a thrusting vehicle whose launch time can be selected. Launch

attitude is determined by estimating, at the time of launch, the MaRV trajectory I
and aiming towards an intercept point along the predicted trajectory. The ABM

t

would like to avoid tracking the MaRV during the dynamic, evasive part ofits1rmmauasonzl
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trajectory and wait until the MaRV is heading only for the final true target.
However, the intercept must occur beyond a specified distance from the defended
target, called the "keep out zone" . A late launch could allow the MaRV to reach
the "keep out zone" before intercept.

1.2 Approach

The analysis of a combat game with two interacting players can be extremely
complex. The game consists of a series of moves, or choice of action executed by
the players. Each player has to make a decision from numerous possible choices

_ at each move of the game. The concept of a strategy is used to aid the analysis.
instead of allowing the players to make decisions as the necessity arises, the
players are required to choose, in advance, a complete plan for each move of the
game. Each player has to make only one decision, which strategy to use, at the
beginning of the game, and the outcome of the game can then be determined.

ln this study, the evader’s strategy consists of choosing false target values, 7}
which, within the modeling structure described in chapter 2, determines a distinct
evasive maneuvering trajectory. The pursuer, chooses the launch time at which
the pursuit begins, L, . However, the choice of L, does not determine a distinct
pursuer trajectory, since the pursuer’s position after L, is determined by the
trajectory of the evader. The terminal payoff for the game, is the pursuer·evader
miss distance at closest approach. The terminal payoff is a function of the

U1 Introduction 3



evader’s strategy, choice of false targets, 7} and the pursuer’s strategy, choice of
launch time at which the pursuit begins, L, . The "best" strategy for the evader,
the maximizing player, is the one which maximizes the closest approach distance.
For the pursuer, the minimizing player, the "best" strategy is the one which
minimizes the closest approach.

Because the "best” choice of strategy for each player depends on the strategy
used by the opponent, the concept of an optimal strategy is not immediately
obvious. However, two closely connected games, the Minorant game and the
Majorant game can be formulated where the "best way of playing" has a clear
meaning for each player [ref. l]. These auxiliary games are identical to the
original game in all details except, one player must announce his strategy first,
and the opposing player can choose his strategy with full knowledge of his
opponent’s choice. The player who announces a strategy is said to play the game
first, and the second player is assumed to act with rational behavior and always‘ choose the "best" strategy based on his desire to maximize or minimize. Since the
second player plays in a rational way, the first player can foresee, with certainty,
the outcome of the game, which in the auxiliary games, becomes only a function
of the first playerjs strategy. The first player can choose his "best" strategy based
on his desire to maximize or minimize this function.

To play the Minorant game the maximizing player (E) announces his strategy
first, a distinct evader trajectory. The pursuer chooses the launch time that will
minimize the miss distance for that one announced evader trajectory. The evader

1 Introduction 4



is at a disadvantage having to disclose his strategy; however, knowing the pursuer
will play in a rational way and always chooses the launch time that minimizes
the miss distance, the evader can maximize the miss distance by announcing the
trajectory for which the minimum miss distance assumes the maximum value.
The evader can guarantee a miss distance of at least Vmm by playing this optimal
strategy. The Minorant game is formalized by:

Vmin = M(Tf,L,)
( E plays first )

To play the Majorant game the minimizing player (P) announces his strategy
first, a pursuer launch time. The evader chooses a trajectory that will maximize
the miss distance for that one announced pursuer launch time. Knowing the
evader will behave rationally and always choose the trajectory which maximizes .
the miss distance, the optimal strategy for the pursuer, who is at a disadvantage
having to play first, is to announce the launch time for which the maximum miss
distance assumes the minimum value. By playing appropriately, the pursuer can
secure a miss distance no greater than Vmj . The Majorant game is formalized
by:

Vmj = M(Tf,L,)
( P plays first) '

The difference between the value of the Majorant game, Vmj and Minorant
game, Vm is a measure of the importance of prior knowledge of the opponent’s

1 imoauceson s



strategy on the outcome of the game. If Vmj equals Vmm , the game is said to be
strictly determined and there is no advantage in knowing the opponent’s strategy.
Each player has an optimal strategy, and if both play the game rationally, can
expect the same outcome of the game.

For non·strictly determined games, the order in which the opponents play the
game does makes a difference on the outcome; and, the Majorant and Minorant
games yield the upper and lower bounds for the expected outcome of the game.
The comparison of the Majorant and Minorant games is formalized by:

Minorant game Majorant game
V- = max min M(T,L) S min max M(T,L)= V-mm 7} Lt f Z Lr 7} f t ma}. ( E plays first ) ( P plays first )

l Introduction 6 g



2 Problem Modeling and Formulation

If every aspect of the real problem was incorporated in the mathematical model
of the game, solving the two sided optimization problem would require an
enormous amount of computing power. Numerous engagement simulations need
to be computed, each requiring signiücant computational effort. The problem
may further be complicated by nonlinear constraints to ensure the optimized
trajectory is admissible. The analysis would be very costly and complex.

2.1 Basic Assumptions

These four simplifying assumptions have been made:

l. The pursuit·evasion game is 2 dimensional, in the horizontal plane.

2. The speeds of both opponents are constant and equal to unity.

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation »
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3. The angular rates of the opponents are bounded at .6 rad./sec. (34.38
deg./sec.), which, along with the constant speed assumption, bounds the
lateral accelerations.

4. Both opponents use constant gain, proportional navigation guidance laws,
with gain equal to 3.

2.2 Equations of Motion

This study uses a two dimensional, point mass model for the dynamics of the
_ opponents, similar to Isaacs’ Game of Two Cars [ref. 2] . The analysis considers

only planar motion with constant speed, and bounded lateral accelerations. For
each vehicle, the three component state vector , Ä: , is defined as:

V
Ä; = XP

YP

where y = theangle between the velocity vector and the reference x-axis
XP = X-axis position
YP = Y·axis position

The equations of motion are:
° 2 Problem Modeling and Formulation
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X = V COS ’y

Y = V sin 7
V 7 = u (control) I ul 5 umax

where V = the magnitude of the velocity vector, set equal to unity.

2.3 Initial Conditions

The pursuer’s (P) and evader’s (E) initial state vectors are:

7I

10

0

O

All distances are measured in nor1·dimensional units. The pursuer’s launch angle,
0 , is determined by linearly approximating the evader’s trajectory at the time of
pursuer launch, L, and solving a constant bearing collision triangle with the speed
ratio of P to E equal unity [ref. 3]. However, the launch angle is bounded at
i 30 degrees from the line of sight between P and E. For computed launch
angles greater than ;l; 30 degrees from the line of sight between P and E, the angle

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation 9



is set at the bound. The equations of motion, with the initial conditions, are

integrated numerically using a fourth order Runge-Kutta procedure with Gill

coefficients [ref. 4]. Figure l shows the game field with the players in their initial

positions. g

2.4 Guidance

Both opponents use the same classic, constant gain, proportional navigation law.
(

This guidance law specifies that the vehicle turn towards its target with a

commanded acceleration proportional to the inertial line of sight rate of the
target.

u = ozVd>

with

dj V{(Y,—Y)cosy—(X,—X)siny}
(Xz'X)2+(Y¢' Y)2

where (X, Y) = the vehicle position
(X, , Y,) = the target position

d> = the inertial line of sight rate of the target

A the gain, oz , is set equal to 3 [ref. 3].

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation l0



2.5 Termination Criterion (standard formulation) P

The engagement simulation algorithm integrates the evader’s trajectory from the
initial conditions until the following event occurs:

• The evader-true target (origin) closing rate equals zero. This termination is
called the evader—true target closest approach.

_This termination criterion will be modified in chapter 4 to allow the evader to
execute a fly·away maneuver.

° The engagement simulation algorithm integrates the pursuer’s trajectory from the _initial conditions until the following event occurs:

• The pursuer-evader closing rate equals zero. This termination is called the
pursuer-evader closest approach.

A modification to this termination criterion will be introduced in chapter 4 to
allow pursuer termination during the evader fly- away maneuver.

An elaborate event trapping procedure is employed by the trajectory integrator
program to determine the exact times of target switches, launch, and termination
of the trajectories.

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation
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2.6 Constraints

A11 admissible evader (E) trajectories must conform to the following constraints:
• E must guide to two false targets before the true target (origin).

• The first false target must lie on the X-axis, (T, , O) .

• The second false target must lie on the Y-axis, (0, T2) .

• The false target switch time schedule is:

0 < t < 6 sec Fly towards false target one, (T, , 0)
6 3 r < 10 sec Fly towards false target two, (0, T2)

10 3 t 3 tem, Fly towards the true target, (origin)

• The closest approach of E and the true target (origin) must occur within .1
units from the origin.

A11 admissible pursuer (P) trajectories must conform to the following constraints:
• Launch occurs at a specified time, L, .

• P’s launch angle is determined by a collision triangle as described in section
2.3.

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation
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• The closest approach of E and P must occur beyond the " keep out zone ” ,
a distance of 1 unit from the origin .

2.7 Optimization Algorithm

This study uses the Kelley·Speyer algorithm to perform the constrained
optimization. The theoretical basis of this approach is contained in the works of
Gill and Murray (1978) [ref. 5], Fletcher (1970) [ref. 6], Kelley and Speyer (1970)
[ref. 7], and Gill, Murray, and Wright (1981) [ref. 8]. Basically, the algorithm
performs a sequence of optimization cycles. For each cycle, a search direction is

. determined, and a corresponding one~dimensional search is computed. If a
constraint violation is encountered, one or more correction cycles are performed,
between optimization cycles, to restore the parameters to the feasible set. The
optimization cycles continue, until the algorithm either reaches convergence, or
terminates on an error due to an ill-conditioned cost or constraint functions. The
algorithm will converge to a local minimum, provided the initial guess for the
optimization parameters, is located within the zone of attraction for that local
minimum. f

In its simplest form, the optimization procedure solves an unconstrained

minimization problem with the real·valued cost function j(x), where, x , denotes
the vector of optimization parameters. A search direction, Ax , is defined by:

Ax = — u Hfx '

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation 13



The gradient vector, J} is computed by introducing small perturbations in each

component of the optimization parameter vector, recalculating the cost function,

and approximating the derivatives of the cost function using a central difference

method. H is the positive-detinite, variable·metric matrix, and oz is a scalar step

size parameter. The one dimensional search solves for oz , ( oz >O ) , that

minimizes f in the search direction —- H}; . H is initialized to the identity matrix

and updated according to the general variable·metric formula:

MMT HA!.A!IH TH+AH = H+·?—·——§„—l+d>vv
T AfxAx Afx HAfx

where

M HA!T = (Af,ZHAf,„)l/2 ——T— - -7.-—L
· Ax Afx Afx HAfx

0 s qö s 1 P

This formula represents several versions of metric updates. The original version,

Davidson·F1etcher·Powell (DFP) procedure, is obtained by setting ¢> equal to

zero. Setting dJ equal to l, produces the Broyden·Fletcher·Goldfarb-Shanno

(BFGS) procedure, which is the procedure used in this study. Computational

experience has shown that betterperformance can be achieved with the BFGS

procedure [ref. 5].

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation I4



This variable-metric process emerges resembling a first order procedure. As the

metric incorporates curvature information, the process approximates a

second-order procedure, since H approaches [f„]" , the inverse Hessian, as x

approaches the minimization point. The procedure has quadratic convergence for

general cost functions possessing continuous second partial derivatives. The

metric update is performed only if

AxT(Afx) > 0 .

This assures that the metric remains positive definite and the search direction

retains the descent property.

To minimize a function, f , subject to (m) equality constraints, designated

g,(x) = O, j = 1, ...,m , and (p) inequality constraints, designated

_ gj(x) 2 0, j = m+ 1,...,m +p , the active constraint set is adjoined to the

function jl with Lagrange multipliers, J. , to create a new cost function, f+ gJ. .

The new search direction is defined by:

° Ax = — oz H (fx + gxl)

where J = — (g}"Hg,)*‘ g,Z'HjQ„ . The vector + (fg + g„J.) can be interpreted

as a projection of the gradient into a subspace which linearly approximates the

constraint set.

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation 15



The new function is optimized as previously described. The constraint gradient

vector, gx is computed by introducing small perturbations in each component of

the optimization parameter vector, recalculating the constraint functions and

approximating the derivatives of the constraint functions using a central

difference method. If sufticient constraint violations have occurred, one or more

correction cycles are performed between optimization cycles. The correction cycle

procedure used in the Kelley·Speyer algorithm is basically a separate

minimization problem, where the function to be minimized is a sum of the

constraint terms.

2 Problem Modeling and Formulation g I6





3 Evader Optimization

The Majorant game is played by minimizing over the pursuer launch time,

l L, 6 [O, 13] , the maximum miss distance over all admissible evader maneuvering

trajectories . A natural upper limit for the pursuer launch time evolves from the

feature that the evader, following the most direct trajectory, can reach the "keep

out zone" in just under I3 seconds. If the evader reaches the keep out zone before

the intercept occurs, the corresponding miss distance is defined as the distance

between the pursuer and evader at the time the evader reaches the "keep out

. zone". When the pursuer launch occurs at L,2 l2.l3 seconds, an evasive

trajectory is no-longer the best strategy for the evader. The evader can achieve

a larger miss distance by heading straight for the final target and arriving at the

"keep out zone" before intercept.

s Evadcr opeamamaon „ is
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3.1 Method of Solution

Using an initial guess for the evader’s false target parameter vector, and a fixed
value for the pursuer’s launch time, the cost, (pursuer·evader miss distance at
closest approach) and constraint functions are evaluated. The optimization

' algorithm changes the false target parameter vector in a direction that increases

the pursuer·evader miss distance and still satisties the constraints. The algorithm

continues to modify the false target parameter vector until either convergence to

a local minimum is reached, or the algorithm terminates on an error such as a

discontinuity in the cost or constraint functions. Convergence produces the local

optimal evasive maneuver target values, and corresponding local maximum miss

distance for one fixed pursuer launch time.

The analysis is repeated varying pursuer launch time on the interval [0, 13] in

increments of l sec. lntermediate launch times were investigated on the intervals,

[3, 4], [6, 7], [8, 9] and [12, 13] where the shape of the optimal evader trajectory

changed significantly over the one second increment.

3.2 Preliminary Results _

It was observed that the miss distance was nearly constant for false target values

greater than 50 units. This result comes directly from the proportional guidance

law, which generates a commanded acceleration proportional to the inertial

3 Evader Optimization . lg



line-of-sight rate of the target. The inertial line·of-sight rate is small for distant

targets and does not significantly change the resulting engagement simulation.

The following additional evader constraint was introduced to limit the size of the

false target values:

rf + r§ S 502

Figure 2 shows the performance contour for unrestricted false targets values with

a pursuer launch at t=2 seconds. The first false target values, T, are plotted on
E

the X axis from -100 to 100 in increments of 4 units. The second false target

values, T2 are plotted on the Y axis from -100 to 100 in increments of 4 units.

Figure 2 is a plot of the false target parameter vector space, each point on this

plot, (T, , T2) , represents a distinct evader trajectory. For example, figure 3
2 shows, in real space, the engagement trajectories for an evader false target vector

(8, 10), and a pursuer launch at t=2 seconds. The engagement simulation was

run for each of the [51 x 51] false target pairs, each with pursuer launch at 2

seconds. The color contours, in figure 2, depict the miss distance associated with

each engagement simulation. Each color change represents a .05 unit change in

the miss distance.

In figure 2, the area inside the circle represents the admissible false target values,

(T, , T2) 6 { (X, Y) / X2 + Y2 S 502 }. The white areas correspond to

engagement simulations with very small miss distances, and represent the

bOl.lndarieS of the zone Of attraction for the local maxima. The black areas

3 izmm opeamamatm 20



contain non- admissible trajectories which violate the evader·true target miss
distance constraint.

3.2 Complications

The optimization algorithm exhibited poor performance when encountering the
constraint regions. These regions are particularly troublesome when local
maxima occur near them.

The occurrence of several local maxima in each performance contour complicates
the analysis. These families of local maxi_ma change in magnitude and global
dominance, as the pursuer launch time varies. This development requires a good
initial guess for the false targets, careful monitoring of the optimization
algorithm, and good understanding of the nature of the performance contour. If
care is not taken when choosing an initial guess, the optimization algorithm will
accurately converge to a local maximum, instead of the global maximum. Figure
4 is a plot of the local maximum miss distance vs. pursuer launch time. This plot
illustrates the families of local maxima, and reveals the slope discontinuities
which are characteristic of this type of function.

The analysis encountered significant saddle points in the performance contours
for some pursuer launch times. The optimization algorithm experienced some
difficulty attempting to optimize around the saddle point. The asterisk in figure
3 Evadcr Optimization
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19 indicates an example saddle point, similar saddle points can be found in
tigures 20-23.

‘
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4 Modifications

The black regions in figure 2 contain non·admissible evader trajectories that

violate the constraint requiring the evader-true target closest approach to occur
L within .1 units of the origin. The occurrence of these regions are particularly

L
undesirable because the optimization algorithm has some difticulty negotiating

around these regions. This problem is further intensitied when local maxima are

located near the constraint regions, and hence there is signiticant motivation to

eliminate these regions.

4.1 Fly-Away Maneuver

When executing a trajectory in the constraint region, the evader is, at some point,

traveling away from the true target (origin). This tactic is called a fly-away

maneuver. During the fly-away maneuver the evader·true target closing rate

changes sign, and the evader’s trajectory is terminated. This termination occurs

4 Modiücations 26



n

at a location on the game field which violates the evader-true target miss distance

constraint. Since, the false target schedule permits the evader to guide to false

targets only for the first ten seconds of flight, after which the evader must guide

to the true target; the target schedule guarantees the evader’s trajectory will

eventually approach the origin. Therefore, the evader·true target closing rate test

could be disregarded during the first part of the trajectory.

The standard termination for the evader’s trajectory was modified to suspended
the evader·true target closing rate test until the evader reaches a distance of three

units from the origin. At this point in the trajectory, any fly-away maneuver has

been completed, the evader is heading towards the origin, and the evader-true

target closing rate stopping criterion is reactivated to terminate the trajectory.

The value of critical distance at which to reactivate the termination criterion is

dependent upon the speed and the initial placement of the evader and on the

fixed target switch times. Numerical experiments indicated that three units is a

good value in the present case.

4.2 Further Complications

The modified termination for the evader’s trajectory allows the evader to

complete a fiy-away maneuver, and an admissible evader trajectory can be

generated for all restricted false target combinations,

U (T, , T2)e { (X, Y) / X2 + Y2 s 502}. Because the speeds of the pursuer and

4 Moaanmam 27
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evader are equal, their velocity vectors can be oriented such that, during the
fly-away maneuver, the evader is traveling away from the pursuer. This produces
a positive pursuer·evader closing rate which signals the closest approach
termination for the pursuer, while the pursuer and evader are still a large distance
apart. lf the simulation were continued, a second (legitimate) closest approach
would occur after the evader turned back to the origin. This feature creates a
discontinuity in the performance function, and the derivatives, computed across
the discontinuity are not valid; the optimization algorithm terminates on an error.

Since the speeds and maneuvering capabilities of pursuer and evader are equal,
a positive pursuer·evader closing rate, during the fly·away maneuver, is not

' necessarily an adverse condition for the pursuer. If the evader is farther away
from the origin than the pursuer, then the resulting continued pursuit engagement

will be a tail chase. However, the false target schedule will cause the evader to
turn back to the origin; therefore, continuing the pursuit will generally enable the

pursuer to decrease the miss distance. The complication which arises is how to
determine the closest approach termination for the pursuer since the standard

purser termination (stop pursuit when the pursuer·evader closing rate equals

zero), is ignored to allow the pursuit to continue.

The pursuer’s trajectory termination was modified to suspend the pursuer-evader

closing rate test when 1) the evader is executing a fly·away maneuver and 2) the

purser is closer to the true target than the evader. When the pursuer reaches a

larger radial distance from the origin than the evader, the pursuer·evader closing
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rate test is reactivated. If at this point, the pursuer-evader closing rate is positive,

the pursuer’s trajectory is immediately terminated. This is not truly a closest

approach termination, since the pursuer may have been closer to the evader

before the pursuer’s radial distance exceeded the evader’s radial distance.

However, it is unlikely the pursuer can improve his performance when traveling

away from the evader, and at a greater radial distance, from the origin, than the

evader. If when the closing rate test is reactivated, the pursuer-evader closing

rate is negative, the pursuer continues pursuit and uses the standard closest

approach termination.

The modified pursuer termination criterion enables the pursuer to continue

pursuit during the evader iiy-away maneuver and decrease the miss distance.

Although this termination does not always -produce the closest approach miss

distance, it does generate a smooth the performance contour which can be

optimized with the Kelley-Speyer optimization algorithm. _

The pursuer termination problem effects the results when the pursuer attempts

to capture the evader during the fly away maneuver. For this study, the problem

occurs when the pursuer launch times are on the interval [0, 3.l]. The results on

this interval are dependent on precisely how the pursuer trajectory termination

is defined, and can not be directly compared to results on the interval [3.2, 13].
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4.3 Other Possible Modifications

The problem of pursuer’s termination during the evader’s fly- away maneuver
arises from the equality of the pursuer’s and evader’s speed and maneuverability.
If the pursuer has an advantage of greater maneuverability either by means of a
larger proportional gain constant, (which decreases the required terminal
acceleration to a degree), or through a larger acceleration limit, (which allows the
pursuer to make a tighter turn), the number of evader trajectories affected by the
problem is a smaller; however the problem is not eliminated.
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5 Pursuer Optimization

The Minorant game is played by maximizing over all restricted false target

combinations, (T, , T2 ) 6 { (X, Y) / X2 + Y2 5 502} the minimum miss distance
over the pursuer launch time, L, 6 [0, 13] .

5.1 Method of Solution

For each fixed evader trajectory, the pursuer launch time that produces the

minimum miss distance must be determined. However, one dimensional search

methods over the pursuer’s launch time are uncertain, due to the occurrence of

local minima in the miss distance as a function of pursuer launch time.

Therefore, a P-norm approximation is used to approximate the minimum miss

distance for each evader trajectory. Using an initial guess for the evader’s false

target parameter vector, an evader trajectory is generated. This tixed evader

trajectory is used to compute a series of 27 engagement simulations. Each
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engagement is computed with a different pursuer launch time, varying in .5
second increments, on the interval [0, 13]. The P-norm approximation:

miss distance mm {:1 miss distance pursuer ,

is used to approximate the minimum miss distance for that evader trajectory. lt
should be noted that there are two levels of approximations at work here. First,
there is a discretization in which the minimization over L, 6 [0, 13] is replaced
by a minimization over the tinite set {0, .5, 1.5, 2.0,...l2.5, 13.0}. Secondly, this
linite·range min·function is approximated by a P·norm. Figure 5 shows how the

, P·norm approximation approaches the actual (minimization over L,6 [O, 13] )
minimum miss distance as the value of the P exponent is increased, for two
different fixed evader trajectories. A good approximation to the actual minimum
miss distance can be achieved using P= 10. The P-norm approximation requires
considerably less computational effort than a search method, and generates a
smooth performance contour which can be optimized using the variable metric
projection method.

The Kelley-Speyer optimization algorithm, as described in chapter 3, is used to
modify the evader false target parameter vector and maximize the approximate
minimum miss distance. Figure 6 shows a contour plot of the approximate
minimum miss distance.
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Figure 5. Approrgimate Miss Distance vs. P Exponent Value: P·norm approximation for two fixed
evader traiectories
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6 Results and Discussion

Appendices A and B contain the performance contours and optimal evader

trajectories for each pursuer launch time on the interval [0, 13] in increments of

one second.

6.1 Majorant Game

The Majorant game is played by minimizing over the pursuer launch time,

L, 6 [0, 13] the maximum miss distance over all restricted false target

combinations, (Ä , T2 ) 6 { (X, Y) / X2 + Y2 5 502} . Figure 7 shows the plot of

the maximum miss distance vs. pursuer launch time. This function is composed

of tive families of local maxima which represent different forms of the evader’s

optimal trajectory.
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The first form of the optimal evader trajectory, type 1, is illustrated by figures

24-27 in appendix B. The type 1 evader trajectory utilizes the evader fly-away

maneuver to avoid the pursuer, and is the optimal evader strategy for pursuer

launch times on the interval [0, 3.1]. Pursuer engagements against a type 1 evader
a trajectory terminate during the evader fly-away maneuver and the standard

pursuer trajectory termination (stop pursuit when the pursuer-evader closing rate

equals zero), is inadequate. This analysis was conducted with the modified

pursuer trajectory termination (during the evader fly-away maneuver, stop

pursuit when 1) the pursuer reaches a greater radial distance from the origin than

the evader, and 2) the pursuer·evader closing rate is positive). However, the

closest approach miss distance depends on precisely how the pursuer trajectory

termination is defined, and therefore, the results on the interval [0, 3.1] are not

directly comparable to results on the rest of the interval [3.2, 13].

The second form of the optimal evader trajectory, type 2, is illustrated by figures

28-30 in appendix B. The type 2 evader trajectory is characterized by the "S"

shape, and is the optimal evader strategy for pursuer launch times on the interval

[3.2, 6.0]. When engaging a type 2 evader trajectory the pursuer launch occurs

before or at the _evader’s second false target switch point and closest approach

termination occurs just after the evader’s final true target switch point to the

origin. Since the evader exhibits very dynamic behavior at target switch points,

t=0, t=6, and t=l0 seconds, the evader is, consequently, more difficult to

pursue just after these target switch points. The peak in the maximum miss
distance in figure 6 at t=4.5 seconds is caused by the pursuer trying to launch
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and capture the evader during the most dynamic segment of the evader’s
trajectory.

y The third form of the optimal evader trajectory, type 3, is illustrated by figures
3l·32 in appendix B. The type 3 evader trajectory is characterized by the "J”

shape, and is the optimal evader strategy for pursuer launch times on the interval
[6.1, 8.6]. Since the pursuer launch occurs after the second evader false target
switch, the trajectory generated by the first evader false target switch does not
elude the pursuer, it essentially changes the initial position and heading angle of
the evader. The portion of the evader trajectory, for which the pursuit occurs,

consists of guiding to the second false target and the final target switch to the1
origin. The evader’s tactic, during a type 3 trajectory, is to make the final target

switch such that the purser is on the outside of the evader’s turn.

The fourth form of the optimal evader trajectory, type 4, is illustrated by figures

33-36 in appendix B. The type 4 evader trajectory again utilizes the evader

fly-away maneuver; however, since the closest approach pursuer trajectory

termination does not occur during the evader’s fly·away maneuver, the standard

pursuer trajectory termination (stop pursuit when the pursuer-evader closing rate
equals zero), is used. The type 4 evader trajectory is the optimal evader strategy

for pursuer launch times on the interval [8.7, 12.12]. The evader’s tactic, during

a type 4 trajectory, is to make the final target switch such that the pursuer is on

the outside of the evader’s turn.
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The tifth, and tinal form of the optimal evader trajectory, type 5, uses a straight

dive tactic, where the evader tries to reach the keep·out zone before the pursuer

rather than fly an evasive trajectory. The type 5 evader trajectory is the optimal

evader strategy for pursuer launch times on the interval [12.13, 13] and is

illustrated by tigure 37 in appendix B.

The minimum of the maximum miss distance shown in figure 7, occurs at t = 6.1

seconds, when the pursuer launches right after the evader’s second false target

switch point and can secure a miss distance no greater than .2788 units. Figure

8 shows the optimal pursuer strategy, launch at t = 6.1 ' seconds and

_ corresponding optimal evader response, a type 3 trajectory with false targets =

(11.44, 48.67). At this false target location the target restriction constraint is

active. lf this constraint were lifted, the false target location would change, and

the miss distance would be slightly different. .1-lowever, the trajectory would still

be a type 3, and the miss distance would not increase signiticantly. The minimum

of the maximum miss distance function would still occur at t = 6.1 seconds.

6.2 Minorant -Game

The Minorant game is played by maximizing over all restricted false target
I

combinations, (T, , T2 ) 6 { (X, Y) / X2 + Y2 S 502} the approximate minimum l

miss distance over the pursuer launch time, L, 6 [0, 13] .
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The maximum of the approximate minimum miss distance contour shown in
figure 6 (in chapter 5), occurs at (-49.44, -7.48) with an approximate minimum
miss distance = .05703 units. The actual minimum miss distance, for an evader
trajectory with false targets (-49.44, -7.48), equals .05729 units and occurs when
the pursuer launches at the last possible moment, L, = 13 seconds. Figure 9
show the optimal evader strategy, false target values (-49.44, -7.48), and
corresponding optimal pursuer launch at t= 13 seconds.

6.3 Game Solution

A comparison of the value of the Majorant game and the value of the Minorant
game shows the game is not strictly determined, and there is a significant
advantage to knowing the opponents strategy.

Vmm = .05729 5 .2788 = Vmaj

Since, the game does not have a solution in pure strategies, the usual procedure
is to extend the concept of a strategy to include random choice [ref. 1]. In this
formulation each·player picks a probability distribution over the set of pure
strategies. For our formulation this means that P chooses a continuous
probability distribution over the interval [0, 13], while E chooses such a
distribution over the target parameters (T, , T,) . The cost function becomes the Iexpected value of the pursuer-evader miss distance.

6 Results and Discussion
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A tinite·dimensional approximation to this problem could be constructed by _

restricting the strategies to tinite sets. For the pursuer we have already

introduced such a tinite approximation:

L, 6 {0,.5, 1.5, ...12.5, 13.0}

While of the evader we might choose:

. (Tl , T2) 6 { (X, Y) / X,Y6 {-50, -48, -46, ...48, 50}}

In this approximation the contest is a matrix game with 27 pursuer choices and

(512) evader choices. One could restrict evader choices to the neighborhoods at

the tive types of trajectories found here and so considerably reduce the size of the

game matrix.
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Appendix A. Performance Contours

° Figures 10-23 show the performance contours for pursuer launch times on the

interval [0,13] in increments of one second. These ügures illustrate the families

of local maxima, and saddle points encountered in the analysis.
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Appendix B. Optimal Evader Trajectories

i Figures 24-37 illustrate how the optimal evader trajectory changes form, for

pursuer launch times on the interval [0,13] in increments of one second. These

plots correspond to the global maximum of the performance contour plots in

appendix
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Figure 26. Optimal Evader Trajectory for pursuer launch at t • 2 sec.: Optimal evader trajectory
type l,1'alse targcts = (19.66, 9.26), maximum miss distance - .4316
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Figure 28. Optimal Evatler Trajectory for pursuer Iaunch at t • 4 sec.: Optimal evader trajectory
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Figure 33. Optimal Evader Trajectory for pursuer Iaunch at t • 9 sec.: Optimal evader trajectory
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